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A b o u t t h e c o v e r:
oil painting by Jin Barclay
"I often ponder the nature of true human sincerity, true transparency.... It is a rare and difficult
thing and how much it depends on the person listening to us! There are those who pull down the
barriers and make the way smooth; there are those
who force the doors and enter our territory like
invaders; there are those who barricade us in, shut
us in upon ourselves, dig ditches and throw up
walls around us; there are those who set us out of
tune and listen only to our false notes; there are
those for whom we always remain strangers,
speaking an unknown tongue. And when it is our
tum to listen, which of these are we ... ?"
--Anonymous
I think in almost all cases we do remain strangers. So
many things inhibit true, intimate exchange between two
persons, be it fear, ignorance, prejudices, negligence,
apathy and other manifestations of our brokenness and
sin. Connecting with another is, at least, a difficult and
dsky venture, but we don't have a choice but to take the
leap of faith, if we at all desire health and healing. Grace,
rest, and wholeness floudsh in intimate relationships anchored in love. If it was simply left to us, we should've
remained in isolation, but Christ made communal activity
possible, and he now invites us to be reconciled with each
other.
My portraits hopefully encourage the viewer to look
at the person presented and for a time even pay close attention to him or her. Such an activity in daily life is rare;
we pass by each other so naturally. Our self-centeredness
blinds us from each individual's immeasurable worth.
True looking and listening without judgment and with
openness is the first step to intimacy, and I hope that if we
can "look and listen" to a painting of mere pigment and
canvas, we can learn to do the same for each other.
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±About How Much I Hate School)
co
When I decided to attend Calvin College I received a series of lectures, warnings, and cautions from the students and teachers of my fundamentalist Christian
highschool. I should be careful lest I fall prey to such evils as reading the Bible as a
-0 cultural document, tolerating homosexuals and Democrats, and associating with
people who smoked, drank beer, and wouldn't mind being preached to by a woman.
Better to go to a state school, where at least I would know from the get-go that everyC thing said and done was of the Devil, than to attend an institution where such ram<( pant liberalism was so deceptively cloaked by Christianity. Much as I hate enabling
~
0 anyone's "I told you so" I must admit-last year, I voted for Clinton.
I don't think I can be blamed for such a rash act. I've become a political and
doctrinal schizophrenic. I spent my childhood immersed in Orthodox Presbyterian
dogma, my highschool career watching Dobson films and examining magazine ads
for Satanic messages, my freshman year at college rehearsing the Calvinist rhetoric that would pass me off as Dutch, a semester at the Harvard of Evangelicalism in a
..c certain suburb of Chicago, and a couple summers in the Sodom of professional theater. My sophomore year I returned to Calvin, bought a pair of Birkenstocks, and
'-"""'
learned to say "African-American," "economically disadvantaged," and "why can't
we just talk to each other and love?! I flirt with insanity by going to the library and
reading conservative and liberal journals alternately, in quick succession. I don't
know what to think.
I do know, however, that during my seven semesters at a college which I was
warned was tentatively Christian but dangerously liberal, the event that garnered
the most mass excitement from students concerning a religio-political issue was an
organized gay-bashing session supported by the rhetoric of fundamentalist Christian and Rusch Limbaugh-esque conservative propaganda. I was there-they
cheered fervently; they laughed mockingly. My highschool friends and teachers
would be pleasantly surprised to know of it, I think; they would count it a victory, as
would the professor at that other college who warned me that I would lose my religion if I returned to Calvin. Well religion, it seems, is still here for the having.
I was not so surprised by the presentation or by students' response. Despite
an outstanding faculty which encourages students to think deeply and originally,
and to draw from the rich reservoir of Reformed thought, the majority of Calvin students tend to cling to a the Christian Coalition-Moral Majority platform. And no
wonder; it is the highly visible, politically active Christian platform. Students who
question whether bombing abortion clinics or accusing gays or feminists of Nazi
conspiracies is the best way to work out their salvation with fear and trembling are
regarded as less Christian by their peers. I remember the social pressures in the
dorms; we embraced Calvinism's permissiveness toward our personal life-styles, but
we embraced the license that the Moral Majority gave us to judge the life-styles of
others. It has never been so evident as it was during Dr. Noebel's presentation that
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students at Calvin are more concerned about building walls around their particular
camps than they are about talking to each other and learning together; I have
never been in a room filled so tangibly with hate and fear as the FAC auditorium
was that night.
While the majority of students at Calvin follow the visible Christian models,
the mass of students across the country are throwing themselves into a political correctness as limiting as the Christian Coalition's platform. What is it the younger
generation is embracing? You need only pick up any conservative journal,
whether intellectual or religious, to find out. You will read that multiculturalism
necessitates cutting the curriculum free from its Judea-Christian roots, and stripping it from its Biblical grounding; you will read that the tenants of political correctness mean complete relativism, and that drawing attention to cultural determination and the subjective nature of our understanding means a final societal lapse
into complete selfishness; you will read that political correctness is nothing more
than an ideological doctrine rooted in the 1960's, the implication being that ''politicizing'' the curriculum (which has been, up till now, free from political impetus) is
fatal, and perhaps especially so since these particular politics were born during a
decade when there was so much sex going on. Over and over you will find a theme
exemplified by this quote from an Edward Norman essay entitled "Freedom in an
Age of Selfishness," published in The Intercollegiate Review:
... in our Western societies people are losing a sense of any
standards outside of themselves, of a higher note in human
life. They lack a daily acquaintance with transcendence, of
the sort once inseparable, in traditional societies, from even
the most humble man's perception. Sometimes that perception
was furnished by patriotism, sometimes by loyalty to the institutions in which he was integrated, sometimes. most times-by
religion.
I wonder if we shouldn't give my generation more credit, and even learn
from them, before we dismiss them because they are anti-Christian "haters of transcendence." Isn't it possible that by embracing the various tenants of political correctness they are not rejecting transcendence but rather searching for it, having
found their religious institutions more concerned with political power than with
~·
the kind of transcendence that thrives in an open and diverse community? Perhaps the young and politically correct are merely rejecting an arbitrary "sense of
transcendence," to be gotten as a handout from church or state or school, in search ~·
of faith that is alive, as dynamic and changing and fragile and real as a day in their
t1
lives. If so, it is not the place of the church, or of Calvin students seeking the
C)
"right" political agenda, to condemn this generation and its concerns. Especially we ~
whq call ourselves Reformed, and participate in a tradition that preaches a full and
wide redemption and a doctrine of continual, stringent self-exarnination--we should ~
~
be more concerned with listening than with achieving an inpenetrable set of political beliefs, and more concerned with loving our neighbor than with maintaining and defending those beliefs.

+

Unspent
The river echoes the hollow mstling
of a woman's pulse.
The air caresses my - ah, I tingle, yes,
but I am not Thoreau.
I cannot make love to a forest.
Matthew DeGroot
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Carnival time almost over, the puddles beginning to form as the rain begins to fall, cotton candy
draped over fading picnic tables in the central square by the roller coaster. Before he leaves the guy at the
refreshments counter gives me a sandwich. I put it in my pocket. I am not hungry, it's not for me, but for
the man at the gate.
Around the corner by the portajohns I hear someone gumming, one of the ladies who cleans the
place up. Lightening quick I get out of the square, run to the front entrance where the high school girls that
sell tickets are closing their booths and calling for rides home. I slip past them easy and walk back out into
the parking lot. Red Mack is by one of the tall parking lot lamps. He nods to me when I give him the sandwich. That's all he can do. I've never heard him talk.
The carnival's about eight miles from the city. I walk along the railroad tracks to get home-it's
quieter, no cars, no trains usually. It's raining so I pull the hood up on my windbreaker. Wind keeps moving-first at my back, then at my face. I play games trying to stay on one of the railroad tracks, make it
about ten feet then the wind hits me in the side. It's getting dark, so I can see the city lights up ahead. The
rain's just hard enough to get me wet but not drenched. I like it.
A couple miles from town I hear the rain hitting water somewhere off the tracks past the trees. I go
over that way and the ground is muddy, I have to jump over patches of muck. Past the trees I find a pond,
thick with scum. A mother duck is swimming around, followed by a bunch of ducklings, like they're lost
'cause the rain's falling. I hear frogs too. I go through the bushes and suddenly I step in the water. It goes
up to my ankle and gets my sneakers all muddy. But there's frogs everywhere! I can feel them scrambling
over my shins. The mother duck takes her kids all the way to the other side where the bank reaches over
like a porch and they don't get wet. I reach down and it's easy to grab a frog. It's all cold and slimy and I
can feel it breathing fast in my hand. I put it in the pocket of my windbreaker. Then I just watch the rest of
them. I want to jump into the pond and swim with the frogs, go up to the ducks, dive down and find stuff at
the bottom, like some old chest or a sunken car. But mom's waiting, so I go back.
Back on the tracks the rain's harder, I can't walk on one track balancing like I did, it's too slippery.
I think about going off under something, but I'm already wet so I don't, I just keep walking. I get off the
tracks when I can see buildings through the trees on the right. Mostly they're old and nobody lives in them
besides a few people that I know. Red Mack lives in the big one on the left. This woman comes all the
time and gives him food too, she lives next door. If they're married I don't know why they live separate,
but I think they like each other at least. One of the buildings is an old warehouse or church or something
and all sorts of people come there when it rains. I can hear them shuffling around, talking. I go inside.
It's kinda dark in there, so you can see most things but not the corners.
"Hey, Trenton!" Moe calls at me. He always calls me that because it's close to my real name and
that's where he used to live. I go up to him and a couple of the old ladies see me-the ones that sit on the
sides. They call me cute white boy and make faces at me 'till I laugh. I laugh real easily this time 'cause I
want to talk to Moe.
"Moe, you seen the pond off the railroad tracks? I saw it comin' back. There's frogs-all sorts of
frogs-you gotta come see!"
"Ain't no way I goin' now, Trenton," Moe says. "Can't you see food over there?" He points over
to where these ladies and some college students are dishing out soup. They're almost ready and
everybody's lining up. Over where they serve it some of the lights are out so you can't really see the soup,
just shadows like the bottom of the pond getting spooned into bowls, and everybody saying "Thank You"
and "God bless you" and stuff. I see Lance who says he used to play football and Bro who can do the
drums, but they're both lining up so I know they won't go to the pond. Besides it's late and mom will be
pissed. I just hope it's raining tomorrow 'cause it won't be the same without the rain.
Past that end of town there's bigger streets and you start seeing cars and regular people. I get to a
~
bus stop just as the bus is coming in. Out of my pocket I pull all the change I found at the carnival and put ~
enough of it in. The bus driver isn't Lucy, like it normally is. It's some guy I don't know, so I go sit all
the way in the back. There's a guy there reading a book who smiles at me, and an old lady with a small
purse that looks kinda sad. I think about giving her the sandwich but I already gave it to Red Mack.
Anyways she frowns at me, I think because I have mud all over my jeans and shoes and I'm wet and dirty.

-.

I feel the frog moving inside the front pocket of my windbreaker, and I pet it and feel it breathing. I know
the old lady would freak if I pulled it out, so I keep it quiet. The bus goes through all the parts of town
where these people live, most of them get off and a few more get on, people that always sit real close to the
doors. When I'm alone in the back I take the frog out. It's throat is bulging real fast like it's scared and it
keeps trying to hop away. I wonder what to do with it but then I remember the fish tank at home-frogs are
amphibians so they can live underwater, so I decide I'll just put it there.
Second to last stop of the bus I get off, the streets are real clean and there's lots of lights where I
live, so even though it's nighttime already you can see everything, even in the comers. There's a security
guard in front of my building who always smiles, even at me because he knows I live there. But I don't
show him the frog. I have my own key that my mom gave me to the front door (it's an apartment building)
and I go in, the place smells like new building and there's funny pictures on the walls and some sign that I
don't bother to read. I notice how my feet malce tracks on the carpet, but tomorrow they'll be gone because
somebody cleans every night after I'm in bed.
On the third floor is the place where I live. I open the door and go in, but this time I take off my
shoes because I know mom would get mad. I hear her over in the kitchen to the left. I go in.
"Hi, mom," I say. I can smell real food so that means somebody's over, sure enough over on the
kitchen table there's a man my mom's age, sipping coffee. He's dressed in clothes like he came from the
office, but my mom's changed into her home clothes akeady. My mom sees guys a lot since my dad went
away. Even though I'm late she looks surprised to see me.
"There you are," she says. "Trent, meet Mr. Rowlands."
"Hi, sport!" the guy says. He even stands up and comes over to me. I'm tall enough so he doesn't
kneel or anything. I can see he's trying to be friendly. "You can call me Dick."
Yeah, I can call you dick, I think.
"You're dirty," my mom says, "Why don't you take a shower and come have some dinner with us."
"What are we having?" I ask. Like I don't know.
"Lasagna," she says, which is what we always have when she has a guy over. As I'm leaving
they're talking about work stuff, so I figure he's from there, and came straight from the office so that's why
he's wearing those clothes. Before I go to the shower I go over to the fish tank. It's big, with a filter and
everything. My mom bought a little fake lighthouse to go inside it, and decorated it so the inside of the tank
looks like this lighthouse that got drowned in a flood. My goldfish is in there, plus a couple other fish that
need real specific temperatures, so my mom's always checking the the1mostat on the tank. Also she added
a small catfish-small for catfish, but it's bigger than all the other fish. It's really hyper and is always rushing around the tank. When we first got it it kept trying to get out, it even banged itself on the side of the
tank and stai1ed bleeding. I take the top off the tank and put the frog in. First he sinks to the bottom and
just sets there, but then he starts moving around. He trails a bunch of mud behind him, but I figure the filter
will get it out, so I go to take a shower.
I don't really like Dick, but I put on pretty nice clothes and comb my hair and come to dinner looking respectable for my mom. She smiles when she sees me. Dinner's all right, Dick talks about the office
and his promotion and occasionally he slips in some comment about how he's tired of the "single life," lilce
he's being really subtle but I can tell. It's this game my mom plays every week, like she's keeping score or
something and at the end of the yeai· she'll have semifinals and then a world series of guys from offices. A
couple weeks ago I was real sick of it and when some other guy was over I asked if he wore the same cologne that Mr. Draymond the week before had worn. She got real upset at me, so I didn't ever say it again.
After dinner I go up to the roof. It's sloped a little but there's a flat place on the top with a railing
and benches so you can look out at the city. I look out to where the carnival must be-all the lights are out
back there, just a few little ones scattered around by the old buildings. At night it's like the places aren't
even there. I go over to the side and climb over-you have to fall like five feet but then you're on the fire
escape. I climb down there and stop for a second at the third floor, where I can look in the window.
Through the living room I can see into the kitchen, my mom's washing the dishes and Dick's drying them.
I watch them for awhile, then I climb back ai·ound and go to bed and they don't notice.
10
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Well, the next day Dick is back-he's there helping mom cook supper, but he's still wearing his
work clothes. They make some stuff with sticky noodles that I don't like, but Dick says it's "cultural." It
tastes like pee, I think.
I excuse myself and go to my room and wonder how long before mom gets sick of Dick, and where
my dad is. I tum off the lights in my room, but the lights outside still shine in, even after I close my curtains
'cause they're so thin. I sit like that for awhile.
Suddenly I hear my mom yelling in the living room and I run out there. She's standing by the fish
tank looking at something floating. It's my frog, but it's just sitting there at the top and not moving. And
the catfish is still swimming around, but it keeps twitching and it's bleeding like it did before. All the water
is pinkish because of it.
"I'm sorry," I say, even though I don't know why it happened. Mom goes into the kitchen to get
something, comes back with the prongs you use to pick up com on the cob. I just reach in there to get the
frog.
"Be careful, Trent!" mom yells, like it's a piranha in there and not some stupid catfish and a frog. I
take it out and it feels cold, but I don't want it to be dead.
"Maybe they fought," says Dick, but that's dumb, frogs don't fight catfish.
"Throw it away," says mom, but instead when I get to the kitchen I put it in the front pocket of my
windbreaker. It's late but I don't care, after mom cleans up the tank and throws away the catfish and she's
back at the dishes I slip out to the street and walk to the bus stop. It's not raining this time, just cool and
clear but it's darker because it's night. Lucy's on the bus this time, so I sit in front and talk to her.
"Where you goin', child?" she say. Most people I can lie to, but not Lucy.
"I'm putting a frog back in its pond," I say. She just laughs and starts talking, so I'm glad she
doesn't make me show her the frog. She talks about the policeman that lives next door to her and lets me
have some of her potato chips. At the other end of the bus line, second to last stop, it's just me and her on
the bus.
"You gettin' off here?" she says.
"Yeah."
Then she frowns. "You be careful, child. It's gettin' late and I don't want to see no child like you
on the streets too late." It's already like 10:00. I know mom's worrying. I think maybe Lucy was about to
say that I should stay or come with her or something, but I say bye to her and leave before she can.
The streets are different now than when I usually walk by here. There's more people, and a lot of
them yell things at me or just stare when I walk by. I walk fast past them and look for Red Mack or Moe or
somebody I know. Finally I get away where there's no lights. I get to the railroad tracks and I start walking
toward the carnival. There's just a little wind and no rain. The moon is overhead and it's big this time of
year. I keep going till the lights are behind me and it's all dark out. This time I can't hear the rain hitting
the pond, so when I think I'm close I move off the tracks into the trees. I'm off by a little bit but the moon
is big so I can see. I walk through the trees and come out on the side of the pond away from the tracks,
where the bank is steep, six feet high or so, like a little cliff. It's where the ducks hid under before. I take
the frog out of my front pocket and toss him into the pond. He lands on a patch of scum and just sits there.
He doesn't move.
"Move, frog," I say. He doesn't move. I say it again. I take a rock and throw it, it hits the scum
and it breaks apart. The frog sinks.
Then up by the tracks I hear a train coming. As soon as I hear it the frogs hear it too, and they start
croaking like the end of the world. It's so weird because the night was so quiet before, and then for a few
seconds I can hear the frogs like a huge choir in church, but then the train is too loud and it's all I can hear.
I can see the train between the trees. I watch it for a minute and it's still coming. It's the longest train in the
world. There's no sound except the train. The city can't hear me, so I yell up at the sky. I yell and yell and
yell. Then I take off my shoes and my socks and my shirt and all the rest of my clothes. The water is dark
and murky below me. I see the caboose through the trees and I jump into the pond. The water is cold
around me and dark. I like it. I swim down to see what I will find at the bottom.

+
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Falling Asleep

Steady breathing in my ear;
Warm breath caressing my neck
in waves.
Gentle breath massaging me.
Life-breath lave my face-invisible hand.
Darkness envelops my body;
Afloat in a solution of peifect quietude.
Falling in seeming non-motion, yet
ever accelerating.
Stars grow large, then disappear from
vision's edge.
A leaf sitting for one silent moment
rotating on the lip of a wate1fall.
A plane of gently bobbing glass painted by the milrnred
reflection of a line of trees. Dark, brooding in
eternal consultation.
Grey, unbroken ceiling of clouds behind these shaggy sa
Leaf lying on liquid canvas.
Leaf in bas-relief, chipping off like a piece of
plaster, suffende1ing to gravity's call.
Plummet deep into the dark water below,
drown in Oblivion.
Recede in Doppler-diminutions of vibration.
Palpitation of celestial rhythms forever
sink into silent forgetfulness .

Tim Keller
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Lloyd: Let's say I'm a student who has spent twelve years in the
American school system, perhaps even the Midwestern Christian
rJl
school system. Now I'm at Calvin, and all of a sudden I hear about
(D
~
this service learning stuff which is going to make me go out and do
;5.
things outside the classroom which are somehow supposed to be a part
of my education. My idea of education is sitting in the classroom, tak- p.,
ing notes, taking tests. Why should I have to consider service learn~
)-,1.o
ing, and what is it, anyway?
<
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Monsma: I might start by questioning your premise. A student coming to Calvin from Christian school systems in the next few years
might have experienced some of this, because a number of Christian
school systems have adopted service learning requirements as part of
._1__: __
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credit for, that is, learning, or showing evidence of having learned.
Dombek: I have talked to students that did have the attitude presented at the beginning-students who have gone to Christian schools
and have come to Calvin and are presented with the idea that they're
going to have the opportunity, or perhaps even be strongly encouraged, to do service learning. I think that it challenges their notion of
education, but it also challenges their notion of service. I think this is
especially true of students who have gone to Christian schools and
have grown up in a Reformed tradition. The Reformed tradition has a
good emphasis on "going out into the world" and doing service activities. Thinking of my own volunteering, and of the many volunteer
response reports I've typed up for SVS, service can become very

goal to have service learning on every level within the next three or
four years.

~
(D
0~

Monsma: What do we mean by service learning in the curriculum, or
academically based service? To quote the document: " ... service activities that are related to and integrated with the conceptual content of
a college course, and which serve as a pedagogical resource to meet
the academic goals of the course as well as to meet community or individual needs." The idea is that in some instances a student's understanding of the material of the course can be deepened--and they can
understand its applications better--if they are engaged in some service
activity related to it. The service activity may involve applying some
of those concepts or being put in a context that those concepts are trying to describe; there are a number of options. But the goal is that the
service activity will be of real service to the community as well as
helping the student understand the concepts of the course better. I
could give you an example from my labor economics course, but
maybe that should wait.
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and who it involves, can become almost arbitrary. So I think that service combined with learning can be scary to people. I have talked to
people who are a little frightened by the idea.
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Lloyd: Let's define more succinctly what we mean by service. Is it
serving others or is it serving one's own education?
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Berg: I just want to say that I guess there are several different possible
models for service learning or academically-based service. At Calvin e:,_
we've chosen a model that supports and enhances the curriculum. We
haven't thrown out the whole educational theory. We're saying if this ~
works, use it. Other possibilities could have been (and still might be) (D
learning courses more like Oregon Extension, or experiential educa~
tion geared more towards service learning. The courses might focus
~
on philanthropy, for instance, or volunteerism, and would have a ser~
vice learning component. We didn't choose to emphasize those at all. ()
It's critical that we, the college community, are not giving credit for
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service, but that we're still giving credit for what we've always given
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Lawson: It may be both. The real benefit is that it's a two way experience. You' re helping someone else who needs the help, and at the
same time you're helping yourself by broadening your own experience and by learning from them.
Monsma: When you talk about service learning I assume this is usually a service for someone else. It helps to meet the needs of someone
else, of an individual or of a community or organization that is working in the community to help people. But that's right, you are also
served by the learning you get from that. The idea of service learning
is that there is an activity of mutual benefit to the student involved
and to the people that they are working with. The people that you're
working with serving, in a sense, are serving you by giving you the
opportunity to come and learn through that service. That goes against
some of our misshapen ideas of service-- that we are just doing something for someone else.
Berg: We are seeing more and more students that have church-based
service experience like mission projects or things like that. I think
that one of the exciting things about academically based service learning is that it's a real challenge to that notion of service without totally
overturning it. So we take people that have a sense that they ought to
serve others but maybe have not been taught the idea of reciprocity-

JUSL nsLen, utKe nores, regurgnate. l thlnk we have a much
higher goal in our traditional education here at Calvin, though we don't always achieve the goals that we have. There is something in service learning
that helps encourage the students to have more control over their own learning, although it is not a complete free-for-all. It is not just sending the students out and saying, "OK, go do some service, think about it and you will
learn from it." I think a lot more will be learned if the professor gives some
fairly good guidelines for journalling and suggests questions that the student
should be thinking about. I had my students write an analytical paper based
on their experience in which they were required to relate their experience to
the course I was teaching. Not to put their experience into a straight jacket of
that theory, but to use that to see where the theory could be usefully applied,
where the theory was lacking, and where their experience just didn't conform
to that theory. It helped them understand the theory, both its strengths and its
limitations. The students that chose the paper instead were supposed to do
that same sort of analysis, looking at strengths and weaknesses of theories
and evaluating them. Some of them did, but on the whole I think that the
people who did the service learning were able to better reflect on how useful
this theory can be, because they were out there trying to relate it to something
they had experienced directly rather than relating it to something they had experienced indirectly through the readings. In addition, they were exposed to a
situation that very few of them had any contact with before, people in a very
different situation. (This was in a labor economics course.) They were meeting people with very different relations to the labor markets, and a whole different set of problems in getting jobs, and they will understand and probably
retain the theory a lot longer because of that experience.
<Ucu t ucl,;c:s:sa111y

""""" their notion of service is "I'm a superior person providing this service for an
~
inferior person, or at least someone who doesn't have as much as I do--I've
~ got all these resources so I will bestow them on someone."

:::_

~

~

~ Brown: The way I've adapted this in my classrooms is by trying to provide
co

experiences that broaden students not only by getting them outside the classroom experience but by getting outside their typical experience. In the Ianguage of multi-culturalism, you often hear this business about "we inevitably
are going to be living in a global village and therefore we've all got to learn
more pluralistic approaches." I think for a lot of Calvin students, frankly,
that's nonsense. A lot of them come here to spend four years with people
much like the people that they spent the previous twelve years with in the
Christian school system and have plans to go back and just recreate that same
pattern over again. I think part of my responsibility is not to undo that, not to
simply try to explode that, but to offer them the realization that there are
other things going on out there. Implied in your question a moment ago was
something very interesting-you mentioned notebooks and taking notes and
this sort of typical classroom setting and so forth-I think a lot of our students have learned this behavior. I fear we learn this in church at about age
four, an ability to get by on automatic pilot. So we come in and take notes.
We get used to an authoritarian framework. That behavior comes right into
our classrooms here. What service learning can do is jog things a little bit.
I'm just not convinced that when I teach Native Son in the classroom, for example, that everybody is catching on. I think often of the Nazi prison camp
guards who read Goethe and listened to Mozart in the evenings and killed
human beings in the daytime-not everybody makes the connection. So I'm
finding that students who do some kind of experience that takes them into the
inner city, for example, read Native Son in a way very different from those
who don't do that.
.
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Lawson: Would you prefer to make the service learning mandatory?

~

Monsma: I wouldn't like to see a rule there. In some courses it might make
sense to make it mandatory.

5a

Lloyd: You mentioned authority. Essentially, is this taking authority from the
~
podium and giving it to students?
~
Lawson: My high school does that and I think it takes away from the way we
"-c
define service learning.
Zuidervaart: I think that not just at Calvin but at other institutions, on other
0
campuses, this is part of an attempt to redefine a network of authority and re- •""""""' Rrown· Vo11 ~rp ~hQolntPhT n<Tht ,:,hr,.nt rarlaf'.: .... ~ .... ~ +i...~ ~ .. +i...~...: ...... __ ,_ ...~ _ __ _ 1_: __ _
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thority, respect, and expertise will be very little. But really, this is part of a
larger undertaking in higher education. First, the students are treated with
respect and seen as learners in their own right who can take initiative and can
be in charge of their own learning. Secondly professors are not the "experts"
who know it all and have all the authority, but are people who can be of help
at certain crucial stages with certain kinds of information for students at a
certain stage in their life. Now that's not nearly as neat as the older image of
the expert and the blank slate on which the expert can write all these ideas,
facts and so on. I think it is probably truer to the way human beings are constituted, especially at this age level. That is how I see what is happening to
the image of what it means to be a student and what it means to be a professor.
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when I give the service learning as an option instead of a paper-"an easy
A"-it can be taken advantage of. That's OK, that's a chance I'm willing to

~

take.
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Lawson: I think the student who thinks about the long-term is going to see
that the service is a lot more work. When you think about it, the hours you
work on a paper are never going to match up to the hours you spend on a
project.

$• Lloyd:

Still, if you do put education in students' own hands, you are taking a

risk.

t:?

~

Berg: Education is always in students' own hands.
Monsma: I think there are various ways that a service learning experience
could be structured in a course. Some of these would be more upsetting to
Lloyd: Right, but most students don't consciously know that. They're just
the normal authority relationships than others. One could structure a fairly
~
climbing a ladder.
rigid and required service learning experience-all of you do this who work ~
for this group or something like that. There have been some like that where
~
Zuidervaart: Are you saying most students think that the prof should teach
the service does not give a lot of room for innovation and choice with the stuthem something rather than that they should learn something?
dent, but it gives them the experience of being in a situation. It could be a
-avery tightly structured requirement as to how they have to report and reflect
~ Lloyd: Well, nine times out of ten when I'm in a classroom where the prof
on their experience. That is not a great deal different than saying "you must ~
says, "OK, let's split into groups," everyone just groans. Or, they say,
write a term paper on such and such a topic, or on any topic you choose but
0
"We're going to do something different today." And everybody goes, "oh,
~
here are the standards.''
does that mean we have to close our notebooks?" I see that all the time.

~
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Brown: But supervision is a problem, perhaps, and grading becomes an issue.
Monsma: Yes, but I think by the very nature of service learning, it raises
more probabilities of unexpected occurrences, things that the professor can't
anticipate. Although, I can't anticipate what sources the students are going to
S pick up when they write a term paper and so forth. Even in writing a term
; paper, if the assignment is not just to summarize some things that you find in
the library but to really analyze and evaluate a certain area for yourself and
......
--...1
give your own ideas and your reasons why with analysis-that is placing a
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Monsma: "Will I have to know this for the exam?" (laughter)
Zuidervaart: Is it true that if educators are serious about having students take
responsibility for their own learning, they're going to have to revamp the entire evaluation system and maybe the entire way we package our courseswith grading and GPA's?
Dombek: I think that's true. You said earlier that this idea is true to the way
that human beings are constituted. This is what gets me excited about service
learning. It's inherent to the idea of service learning that I don't have a brain

~ somehow going to fall into place.

In addition to that, it's inherent that I am not ;
by myself in my learning, in my understanding. The way I understand myself ~
::: and my world is completely, helplessly tied up in my context and all the people
p,
~ around me. If you're going to say that your learning involves more than just the
~ way you manage to retain or order things in your mind, then you have a prob(D

lem when it comes to evaluation. You just can't put a grade on how well someone has compassion, for example. I'm happy about that, but I think it's going to

learning without doing something to at least change the valuing of that grading
system as it is right now if you don't want to change the grading system as
such? Jeremy, that's what you were getting at. You feel some pressure to get
good grades. That suggests that to you and to most students there is a certain

(S
O

a-kind of value that comes with a grade.
(D

(S Berg:

One of the other advantages of incorporating some experiential educa-

~ tional styles within teaching is that perhaps for someone like Jeremy doing an
n active experimentation or learning kind of thing will enable them to better go 01
(D and complete the objective part. They will have more motivation, more underLloyd: On an off-campus semester program, I chose a couple books to read,
~ standing of why they are doing it. It gives them the dimension that they need ir
picked a topic, and was required to write on it. I was so spellbound by what I
order to complete their learning cycle, so they theoretically might get better
was reading, I was stifled when it came to writing a paper. My experience was
~ grades. George, you had experience with that-people who did better on their
fabulous. It really shook me in many ways, but I couldn't put it into a format
where someone could evaluate it. Yet, it was still worth it. Very complicated (JQ analytical paper than they would have done had they not had the service learning experience. Right now, some people, are not being given enough of an eduthing.
g- cation for them to pick up the more traditionally valued skills-like analysis ani
writing. They need the motivation that comes from making the connection that
Zuidervaart: Might that suggest that there are only certain sorts of experiences r:/J
i,,,,-.
in the area of service that would be appropriate for academically based service ~ this has something to do with real life.
learning and there are a whole host of other projects that just won't work and so ~
0
~ Dombek: Native Son is a good example of that for me. It's very vividly set in
we don't need to pay attention to them-we won't try to encompass them?
~ my mind, down to plot details and the rest of the objective information about th

be harder to use the present systems of evaluation if service learning takes off.

9'
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Berg: When people pay tuition, they need to come out with a diploma. So

'-<

book, because the same semester we were reading that [in Brown's class] the

there's got to be something objective. But we've never been simply about pro- g-LA riots were going on, and I was volunteering downtown at Degage, and I had
ducing those objective kinds of things. The things that Dale is talking about are (D all these really vivid experiences to associate the book with. So experience and
very appropriate to have in the context of a classroom. That people get a grade

§ service actually _helped ~y to do better on the objec~ve level. And Rhonda's

for bemg opened up Ill terms of mult1-culturalism or being a better listener, I'm

s

not sure that that's what we're packaging-that that's what people are paying
for. Yet at the same time, we're always transmitting values and opening

talking to people who have very different opinions than I did; I didn't know hov
gto talk to them and I thought that philosophy might help. My motivation was

·pomt about motivation lS also very true. l chose philosophy because l started

(D

people's minds. That's always been the goal of higher education in the U.S. and ~ from experiences that broadened and challenged me, and I think that's the way
so to do those things in th~ context ~fa classroom is appropriate, but whether or ~ it is _for ~ lot of pe~ple. If we can continue that ~n a_ reg~lar basis, th~t sort of
not we can put a grade on 1t-we still need to figure out ways to quantify learn- (D motivation that dnves you to fmd out more, I think 1t will be beneficial even
ing.
~ within this system, and can be somewhat evaluated by it.
r:/J

0

Brown: That's an old question, how do you grade values, how do you grade
open-mindedness. It's much easier to see whether you know the definition of

S Brown: I think motivation is key and also relevance. I think I began to move

g toward this in 1970 when I was a senior in college. The world was blowing up.

Monsma: One of the purposes of Calvin is to engage in vigorous liberal arts
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education that promotes life-long Christian service-as our new short statement ~(laughter). I remember distinctly sitting in this classroom with this clothespin
of mission says. If we aim to develop knowledge, understanding and critical
(D with all this going on out there and-I quit school. I went to St. Louis and live<
inquiry, encourage insightful and creative participation in society and foster
~ in Pruitt-Igoe housing project. The first year I lived there six kids died playing
thoughtful passionate Christian commitments, our grading system can't even
~ Russian Roulette. Those five years that I stayed out of school and lived in that
begin to test that in its fullness. We have to be very clear that grades in no way ~ setting shaped everything that has happened to me since. Then when I went
determine how well someone has been prepared and is going to be engaging in
back and read the books I read, I knew what I wanted to do with those bookslife-long Christian service or has developed passionate Christian commitments. 8.knew what I was reading. That's why I consider this kind of experience so vall

e;

Service learning can help in both of those beyond what it teaches people about
particular concepts of the course-the conceptual, factual knowledge of the
course. You can grade the conceptual, factual knowledge of the course and

~ able.

[
~·Monsma: Getting back to grading-I don't want students and faculty to get the

someone's ability to express that. You can't grade what is the ultimate purpose, CfQ idea that service learning is an easy A. In my case, there was a journal, an
you can never evaluate Calvin's education by what the GPA is of people comanalysis of the institution they were working in and an analytical paper of whiC
ing out of here. I would hope that self-evaluation is much more important to
I read a draft and which I went over with the student and which they did anothe
students than external evaluation, and that grading is only one component of
~ draft of which I normally do with my papers. I think I had as much to evaluate
that, and in most cases not the most important component.
~ a~ I did for a student writing a library research paper. The standards were as
(D high, the work was also as good-or on average better. I think that partly come

9.
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Lloyd: This sounds nice to me because I am the kind of person who loves

(D

Jg

from motivation, partly from the ability to relate from concrete experience to tl

school and loves learning but I don't get good grades--despite the fact that profs
theory with some help. If someone had done a poor job of that, they would
tell me that grades don't count that much. But that's not going to get me into
~ have gotten a poor grade for that segment of the course even if they had done
grad school if I decide to go. And there are still are a lot of students who say,
wonderful service. The service would have counted for something, but not for
"tell me what to do, where's my syllabus."
CfQ that segment of the course.

S·
~=s

Monsma: I tell them what they need to know in the service learning thing too. ~ Lloyd: This might be opening up a can of worms, but how does this idea of se1
Not precisely, do A, B, C, and D, but these are my goals for this experience for ~vice learning jive with the idea of transformationalism in Reformed thought? I
you. This is how you are to demonstrate those to me for purposes of evaluation. ~ some ways, it seems not to coincide. Transformationalism seems to have the
idea that we're supposed to learn what to do and then "go out and do it." It
CfQ seems like there might be friction.
Brown: A, B, C, and D are important. The mechanics are important-ono-

§

s

matopoeia is important to eventually understand the bigger thing about the

n

poem. My problem is that we often just stop at that level. Service learning is a
way to go on to a different level, right?

[Monsma: I think it works wonderfully with Calvin's idea of
~ transformationalism. Service learning would be an effective pedagogical tool,

~- many places, but even more so at Calvin where our goal is to engage in "vigor~

; Zuidervaart: It is. A question arises, though; if you have a system of evaluation ~ ous liberal arts education that promotes lifelong Christian service." There's
~ nothing in transformational thought that says you have to do all your learning i
which singles out a certain range of learning and which system is itself valued
~. one four-year period and then go out and start doing your transformation. I ad"° as a clue to what we're worth, then how do you bring in other dimensions of
() m1t thM thi=>rP urn~ ~ t1mf'. wht=>:n T first started teachirnI when I thoug:ht that if I
r-'

g
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taught all these nice principles and students learned them then they would
0
be able to apply them to concrete problems all by themselves. But I come
; to see from my own experience and that of students that to make that appliZ cation is another step; that's an important part of transformational education
~ that we have here. To say nothing of the habits and the commitments that 0
re
can be formed by having an experiential vision of the needs and the possi-

~

bilities of service.

on Service Learning. It will go to the board for approval, but for all practical
purpose it's at the point of being implemented.

~

Brown: I've been doing this for a year.

[

Zuidervaart: This just means that it's more officially a part of the college curriculum. The recommendations are that the Educational Policy Committee

encourage the faculty to incorporate academically-based service-learning
where it is appropriate to courses in the Calvin College Curriculum, that the
Zuidervaart: Let me suggest that the paradigm of learning that informs the
~
college provide support for faculty working on the development of academidocument that the faculty has approved helps us transform the
~
cally based service components for courses, that the provost seek funding for
transformationalist paradigm (laughter). And now I shall try to explain
providing the above-mentioned support, that the use of academically based
what I mean (laughs). The older transformationalist paradigm that preservice should meet various criteria, and that implementing an academically
vailed at Calvin for a number of years is one which said, "You've got to get
your theories straight first and practice will follow." In other words trans~ based service course should follow the specific guidelines (and there are six
guidelines). So it's much more official, you might say, and there will be adformation, at least with regard to college educated students, meant that
ditional incentives to faculty members to actually work on this.
once you left college you would then start transforming the world, having
~
gotten your theories straight. I think what the newer paradigms are sugQ..
Lawson: So at this point, it's optional for use in classrooms. Was it limited
gesting is that transformation has to happen at both ends of the circle.
Theory also has to be transformed by experience. Theory can't just be
before?
~
straight by itself. It needs the impact of our experience and the practical
Zuidervaart: No, there was just no push for it, and no discussion of it, really.
outworking of our reflections-which we should no longer call "applica~
tions," because "applications" assumes that the theory is there and then
1-1 Now it's been discussed and I think there will be more push for it.
you just apply it. So that's what I think is going on there. We're really
Brown: And there will be a seminar this summer on it, for faculty, to encourstarting to understand differently what it means to have a transformational
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education.
Brown: One might also make the point that before there was so-called Reformed theology there was the New Testament (laughter), the deepest well
of which, it seems to me, is summarized in Christ's statement "Love one
another." It seems to me that this is what we are about.
Berg: Another way to say Lambert's point is that transformationalism
sometimes gives itself to a certain form of arrogance. "We have now
learned the theory and we shall now apply it to you" (laughter). And not
from bad hearts or from a desire to do damage-from reallv 2"ood desires.
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age them to incorporate it into their classes.
Berg: It still is going to be very optional for faculty. What the document really does is says that academic based service fits with what we're trying to do
at Calvin. It gives administrative types like myself the chance to say, heygo for it. We are also going to present a report to Jinny Delong, Vice President of Student Affairs, concerning the place of service learning in the co-curriculum. I'm really excited about that, because any learning in the co-curriculum is not rigidly evaluated, and people can work on different kinds of
learning-without the worry of evaluation or how to give credit.

+

you with a certain humility. Even theories are flawed ... total depravity,
we're always reforming ... those aspects of Reformed theology are more
likely to be grasped in that kind of context, and maybe we will do better
service having done some practice of it while we're thinking of theories.

a
~

~

...
~
~

Dombek: We might even say that our interaction in the world might trans- ~
form us back. I don't know why we should be so scared of that. I think
you can have faith in God, and even hold Reformed beliefs, and admit that
the world is transforming you. I guess the thing I hesitate at about the word
"transformationalism" is this idea of me acting on the world, but unaffected
~
by it because I'm the Christian.

§

Zuidervaart: You assume that God works in the world, as well as in those
that call themselves Christians, and that the truth does not only reside with
those Christians who have got their theories straight..
Lloyd: It goes back to the image of white middle-class people going out to
help others because we' re Christians and because it's our duty-we can say
we volunteered, we did this or that, and it's a good thing, but. ..
Monsma: One of the things we tried to get across in our report is that good
service learning is reciprocal, and that service learning should not just be
planned on campus by a group or a professor, saying, "this is what we are
going to do to you out there" but should be planned in conjunction with the
people that we will be working with, asking them, "what can we do to be of
service to you?" Trying to work with organizations that are empowering
people, not just keeping them in a subservient position.
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Lloyd: Where is Calvin right now-
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Monsma: Grand Rapids, Michigan-
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Lloyd: -in terms of your vision for service learning?
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,..... Zuidervaart: Last week the faculty approved the report of the Committee
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My Apple Tree
Come with me this winter
into the sp1ing.
Come with me through winter
to an early spring.
Let me bring you to
the summer life.
Let me call you
my apple tree,
and let me never wake up.
Water these simple dreams,
let me never wake up.

Rob Patete

. _;1 . ,- ·

The Old Man And
The blaring telephone cut through my wearied sleep.
Reluctantly, I lifted my head from the pillow to answer the
phone- its incessant ringing now echoed inside my aching
head.
"Allo," I mumbled, trying to clear my head of sleep.
"Good morning Sergei Andreivich. I'm really sorry about
the hour-you sound like you could sleep for a few more
days-but we've sighted another Japanese fishing ship in our
waters."
I recognized the young voice of private Ivanov from headquarters on our naval base; I had received more than a few
early phone calls from him. "Oh, great," I muttered. "Is it far
away?"
"No ... actually it is just on the other side of the island,"
replied Mikhail.
"All 1ight," I sighed, "I'll be there as soon as I can."
''Good work, tovarishch.''
"Thank you, lieutenant."
I hung up the phone and fought back the intense desire to
lie down in bed for a few more minutes. I got up slowly from
my bed so as not to wake my wife Natasha, and tried to get
dressed as quietly as possible. Before stepping outside, I
glanced to the other bedroom at our five-year-old son, Misha,
sleeping soundly in his bed. Someday I hoped to take him
back to Mother Russia, far away from this isolated and dreary
island of Kunashir in the far eastern part of Siberia, off the
northern coast of Japan.
Once outside, I felt the cool wind hit my face. Even in
the summer, the air was chilly in the morning. The thick fog
enveloped the buildings in the early morning light. Hurriedly,
I rushed on toward the docks where the men on the ship
would be waiting for me. No sooner had I boarded the ship,
The Revolutsiya, than we were out on the open sea. The crew
seemed in control of everything, and there was little for me to
do, so I went on the deck to look at the rolling waves. I sat
down on a bench as I stared out into the waves, and within
moments I was fast asleep.
I jerked abruptly awake as a wave slammed into the
bow of the ship. Glancing down at my watch, I realized that
I had been asleep for over an hour. I entered the cabin and Commander Smirnov greeted me, "So, Lieutenant Lyubov has decided to
rejoin the world of the living." I looked puzzled. "Oh, don't worry,"
he continued, "Earlier, I sent one of the men to get you, but he said
despite his efforts to wake you, you would not move. In his desperation, he said he almost threw you into the sea. I told him to let you
sleep, for I know how overworked you are."
"Thank you, Commander," I said, feeling a little embarrassed. The last few months had been tense ones for me. Because of
my ability to speak Japanese, I often dealt with the Japanese authorities, all of whom continued to claim that Kunashir was a Japanese is24
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land, unjustly claimed by the Soviet Union after World War II.
"We are close enough to the Japanese ship-they cannot get
away from us when we're 1ight on their tail. Lyubov, would you like to
give them a warning message?"
Commander Smirnov frequently gave orders in the form of
questions. I began to radio a message to the Japanese ship, informing
them that if they did not immediately leave out waters, we would have to
force them to leave.
We all waited in silence for an answer from the Japanese ship.
No answer came. The navigator's radar screen showed no visible movement of the Japanese ship. Suddenly, the dot on the radar screen began to
move inland toward the island of Kunashir. "Move in toward the boat,"

·he Seals
Smimov ordered the pilot, "and
close in on them."
"Commander
Smirnov," the navigator said
with a slight hesitation, "they
are heading directly into the
straits."
"Well then, let's follow
them," replied Smirnov, "I
know the straits well."
A hushed silence fell
over the men. The straits were
treacherous waters near the island coast with dark, jagged
rocks that jutted out of the deep
water. Unless a man knew the
straits well, he dared not go
through them. But Smirnov
was a veteran, and he knew the
straits as well as anyone.
I pondered what the
Japanese fishermen could be
trying to do by going into the
straits. The gasp of the navigator broke my train of thought,
"Oh no ... damn it-not now!"
"What's wrong?" I
asked.
"The radar is ... well ...
it's not working properly.... " he
replied, looking frustrated.
"This machine is an older
model, and we were supposed
to get the replacements last
month. Don't worry, this has
happened before ... usually it just
takes a few minutes and it will
start working again."
Meanwhile, the straits
1y directly in our path. "Well," said Smirnov, "we can't stop
ow. Continue tracking them as if they had continued their
ourse. Don't worry about the straits, I know how to get
hrough them. If only we could get a glimpse of their ship .. .I
List wish this fog would clear."
The silence that pervaded the cabin was solemn and
ntense. We were searching for the ship, but we were virtuill.y blind without radar. The only sound in the cabin was the
ound of Smirnov guiding the pilot through the straits. The
hip never came dangerously near any of the dark, jagged
ocks, and the men had begun to relax a bit, but Smimov did

not. "This is the tightest spot in
the straits," said Smirnov. "We
have rocks on both sides of us
now."
Sweat dripped down
the face of the pilot, yet he confidently steered the ship ahead.
We all seemed to hold our
breath, waiting for this moment
to pass-like the moment in a
race before the shot of the gun.
"You're doing great...," encouraged Smirnov, 'just a little
to the left...okay now straight
through .... "
All at once, a cry
erupted from the lookout on the
deck outside the cabin. He
pointed straight ahead, and
then I saw it. The Japanese
ship-a fairly large one-was
heading straight for us. They
had doubled back and were
now heading back out to sea.
Smirnov was frantic-he
shouted to the pilot, trying desperately to slow the momentum of the ship, yet to no avail.
In a final eff011, he ordered the
pilot to veer left to try to avoid
a collision. ·The Japanese fishermen were trying to turn their
ship, but they were unable to
maneuver, trapped by the rocks
on their left. The seconds that
followed were sheer agony.
When the ships collided, everything seemed to
move in slow-motion. The
Japanese ship hit us on our
right side, gouging a hole in our
hull. The force of the impact
shoved our ship into the mass
of rock on our left. The grinding of metal on rock was the
only sound I remember. The
sudden stop in our momentum
made me fall forward and hit
my head. Suddenly, all was
chaos, and the cries of the crew
filled my head, "The ship is

sinking ... we are going down ... get
in the life boats ... hurry... !"
I was lying on the floor.
Private Ivanov was shaking me
and urging me to stand up, "Come
on Sergei Andreivich ... we must
huny to the lifeboats." He helped
me to my feet, and then rushed out
of the cabin. I could feel the ship
swaying and getting lower in the
water. After my head cleared, I
rushed out onto the deck. I could
see the water flooding the front of
the ship; I knew that she was going to sinlc soon. The ship began
to lurch forward-soon it would
be submerged and would sink
down into the depths of the straits.
Not knowing what else to do, I
quickly dove off the deck and into
the cold water.
I gasped as the shock of
the cold water hit me, and when I
came up out of the water, my halfopened eyes caught a glimpse of
the stern of The Revolutsiya as it
disappeared into the deep blue
water. In the distance, I saw what
appeared to be the life boat from
our ship. I tried frantically to
wave and shout, but the relentless
waves seemed to drown my cries.
My efforts to swim toward the
boat failed, for the waves kept
pushing me toward the rocks.
Tired and numb, I slowly realized
my immediate danger: the waves
threatened to pound me against
the rocks. I knew the coast was to
my right, and so I swam in the direction of the land. I searched futilely for a small beach or a break
in the rocks, but all I could see
was threatening rock and water.
When I had nearly given up hope,
I saw a naffow opening in the rock
in front of me. I noticed it only in
the lull between waves, but I
could not see what was beyond

-.

the rock. I swam toward it, when
suddenly a wave slammed me
against another rock. I grasped frantically to the rock, cutting my hands
on the sharp barnacles. My knee hit
the rock hard, and I felt the pain shoot
up my leg. I could see the openingthere was barely space enough for a
man, and if a wave came along before I got to the other side ... .I was
desperate, I had to try it. Clinging to
the rock as best I could, I waited for a
wave to pass, then dove underneath
the rock. It was dark and I could feel
the seaweed clutching at my body. I
fought against the pull of the water
going back out to sea, and then another wave came and pushed me out
from underneath the rock. My head
brushed against the rock and suddenly I was above water. I found
myself in a small, rock-enclosed pool
of water, and a narrow stretch of sand
lay below the rock cliff on the far
side of the pool. Using the last bit of
strength I possessed, I swam to the
beach. Suddenly all went black.
What seemed like moments later, I became conscious of
the smell of salt water and its taste in
my mouth. My throat was parched
and I was thirsty. Coughing, I
cleared my stinging eyes and forced
myself to sit up. My head throbbed
from the fall on the ship, and questions filled my mind. How long had I
;lept? Where was I? Were people
looking for me still? When I tried to
move, a pain shot through my leg.
My boots and clothes were drenched,
rnd I was shivering. I yelled for help,
md eventually realized that no one
would find me here. I needed to get
:o a place where I would be visible,
)rat least where I would have a bet:er vantage point. Step by step, I
nade the agonizing climb up the
:ocks. Every step sent a sharp pain
:hrough my leg. When I made it to
he top of the rocks, I cried for help.
26
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But there was no answer, and the
thick fog swallowed up my cries.
Then the rain started,
and I headed inland to get under
the trees. Discouraged, I sat staring out at the rain. It was getting
dark when suddenly I heard a
noise behind me-maybe it was
someone from a search party.
"Hello," I cried. "Is someone
there? Please help me." Again I
heard a movement, and I peered
apprehensively into the forest.
"Who goes there?" I cried.
From the trees on my
left I heard the reply, "Your tovarishch."
Comforted to hear
those Russian words, yet still not
recognizing the speaker, I repeated, "Tovarishch, who are
you?"
Suddenly, a small figure appeared out of the forest on
my left. Despite the pain in my
leg, I stood up to meet him. To
my surprise he was an older
Japanese man, perhaps in his sixties. The man glanced at me and
smiled; his warm smile quickly
calmed my fears. Relieved to
see he meant no harm, I sat back
down again. "Who are you?" I
asked curiously, this time in
Japanese.
"I am a friend. I heard
your cries, and saw that you
looked lost and hungry. I wondered if I could help you." It was
then that I saw the water canteen
that the old man carried. "Would
you like a drink?" he asked with
a smile.
"Yes," I said as I eagerly grabbed the canteen from
his hand and drank most of its
contents.
"That canteen I have
had since the war, you know," he
stated.
"I am lost," I admitted.

My ship went down in the straits, and I
barely escaped with my life. But what are
you doing here?"
"I live here," he said, smiling.
"Do you live here all alone?" I
asked incredulously.
"Yes .. .I guess so," he replied.
Still puzzled, I asked, "Have
you always lived here?"
"I was born and raised on
Kunashiri," he replied.
I noticed that he used the Japanese name for the island.
"Does anyone know you live
on... this island?"
"No," he answered with a
twinkle in his eyes, "you are the first, tovarishch."
"Don't you have a family?" .I
wondered, my thoughts turning momentarily to Natasha and Misha-were they
worried about me?
For the first time since we had
met, the man's face grew solemn, and a
look of sadness replaced the smile. "No,
they are gone, but this island is my home
now."
"Oh, I'm sorry... ," I stopped,
not knowing what to say.
"Do you have a family?" the old
man asked.
"Yes, my wife Natasha, and my
five-year old son Misha."
After a moment of silence, the
old man said, "I had a son at one time; his
name was Akira. During the war I was
drafted into the army, and I thought it was
best that my wife and Akira move to Tokyo to live with my wife's sister. I
thought they would be far away from the bombings. Then in 1945, wh
Tokyo was destroyed by fire bombs ... my wife andAkira died in the fir(
When I got the news of their deaths, something within me died, and I 1
longer cared for the war or for my life. I ran away from the army, ran :
the way back here. Everybody thinks I am dead, but it does not matter
me. My soul died when my wife and son died, and I long for the day wh
I will be set free, perhaps to find my soul again."
After a long period of silence, I asked, "What did you do whi
the Soviets came?"
He smiled, "I stayed hidden. I know this island well, and I ha'
many friends, too."

.L"Friends?" I asked, confused, "Who are your friends? I
hought you said you lived all ... "
"Peace, tovaiishch," he intenupted, "I will show you them tonon-ow. Now we must start a fire and get some sleep. I will look for
vood."
Then the old man turned and darted into the woods. The rain
iad stopped, and I wondered where he would find any dry wood. Min1tes later he was back with a bundle of dry wood, and in no time he had
milt a fire. I shipped off my wet clothes, and hung them neai· the fire to
iry. The old man gave me his jacket to weai·, insisting that he did not
1eed it. He also offered me some dried fish and diied seaweed to eat. It
.vasn't bad, but hai·dly a full meal. Half-hungry and half-naked, I lay on

the ground near the fire. The old man slept soundly on the other
side of the fire, yet sleep would not come to me. In exhaustion I finally fell into a restless slumber.
When I awoke it was a gray misty morning. Disoriented, I
could not remember where I was or what had happened to me.
Then it all came back to me-the Japanese ship, the rocks, the old
man . .. the old man, where was he? Had it been a dream? No, I still
had his jacket.
"Good morning, tovaiishch," came a voice from behind me.
I jumped and turned ai·ound, "Where did you come from?"
"I caught some fish for our breakfast." He held up two good
size fish. I watched him scale and broil them, my hunger increasing
with each step. In no time we were eating. The fish was delicious;
I will never forget the taste of the fish that morning.
After breakfast we wrapped up the leftover pieces of fish for
later and I asked the old man, "Could you show me how to get the
nearest telephone?"
"Yes," he answered nonchalantly.
"I should get going," I said, eagerly. "How long do you think it
will take to find a place where there's a phone? I'm sure everyone
on base is worried about me."
"It should not take us long," replied the man as he began to clear
our camp of all signs that we had been there.
When I tried to stand, my leg throbbed in pain. Seeing my pain,
the old man beckoned me to wait, and disappeared once more into
the woods. He came back smiling with a sturdy walking stick for
me to lean on. "Now we can go." He helped me to me feet, and we
headed into the forest. Soon we were walking along a nairnw path.
We walked all morning. Our progress was slow, for I had to rest
often. The old man helped me over fallen trees, offering words of
encouragement as he told me stmies of his childhood on the island.
It was close to noon, and I asked him if we could stop soon after
lunch. "Soon, tovarishch," replied the old man, "only a bit farther."
A few minutes later, I could heai· the sound of the ocean. Abmptly,
the forest ended, and I was stai·ing at a maze of rocks that wound
their way out into the water.
"Beautiful, don't you think?" he asked with a smile.
"Yeah, it is .... How much fai·ther do we have to go to get to the
phone?" I asked as I sat wearily on a rock.
Oblivious to my question, the man excitedly stared out at the
rocks, "It's low tide .... Oh, I hope they're there!" After a few moments, his
face lit up, "Look, tovaiishch, do you see them ... do you see my friends?"
"See who ... where ai·e they?" I looked in the direction in which
he pointed, yet I could see nothing but the rocks and the sea.
"Don't you see them ... the seals?" he asked eagerly.
Then I saw them-brown seals silhouetted against the rocks.
"Wait, now I see them .... You know I've never seen them on Kunashiti before. So those ai·e your friends-your only friends?"
"Yes. They have always come to Kunashiri, and they will always come. I remember coming here as a little boy with my father. I
may
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loved to watch them play in the water. The seals come here to
mate and bear their young." In the water we could see the heads of
the seals popping in and out of the waves. Some would then decide to rest on the rocks for a while. "I wish I was a seal," the old
man continued. "They have no need to hide. They are free to go
anywhere, and they are always content. When I die I hope I become a seal." Smiling, he turned to me and asked, "Who owns
this island, tovaiishch ?"
Taken aback by his question, I answered defensively,
"Why Russia, of course-after Japan smTendered in World Wai·
II ... "
"Fdend, you're wrong," he interrupted. "The Russians
don't own this island ... the Japanese don't either...the seals do."
He smiled, and then proceeded to walk back toward the path.
His reply left me speechless, as I stared after him in disbelief. He must be lonely or crazy or both, I thought. Yet in his
unceasing warmth and in his smile I saw his love for the seals and
for the island. We walked all the rest of that day. Despite the pain
in my leg, I continued walking. The old man seemed happy to
h.ave my company. He told me many stodes and asked me about
my life and my childhood in Odessa. Sometimes when I would
~top to rest, he would point out good fishing spots, tell me the
1ames of trees and plants, show me what roots were edible, or tell
ne what kind of animal had made tracks in our path.
That night we made a fire and slept on the ground again.
\.1y thoughts turned to Natasha and Misha, and how much I
onged to see them again. I fell asleep thinking of them, yet all
right I dreamed of seals.
The next day we saw the seals again. Looking at the
;eals, I recalled a drawing Misha had given to me which he had
nade in school. Not being able to understand his drawing, I asked
rim what it was. "Seals, daddy... can't you tell?" had been his reJly. I had thought nothing of the drawing then, but now I wished
o see it again. Around noon, my leg was beginning to throb, and
·began to wonder if we would ever get to a phone, "Where are we
~oing?" I blmted in discouragement. "I thought you said it wasn't
·ar to a phone."
He smiled and looked back at me, "It is not fai·, but you
nust have patience, for you can't walk fast with your broken leg.
:ome, you ai·e in pain I can see. I will help you walk the rest of the way."
teluctantly, I put my ai·m ai·ound his shoulders, and leaned on him for
uppmt. I did not want to overburden him, but he was surp1isingly strong.
We walked that way for hour; then the trail abruptly ended, and
ve were standing on a dilt road. I shouted for joy at finding the road, and
ve staited to walk slowly down the road. Suddenly, the old man stopped.
peered curiously at him, and was about to ask him what was wrong,
vhen he beckoned me to be still. Quickly, we walked to the edge of the
orest. "Good-bye, tovaiishch, I must leave you. I will not forget you.
~emember me when you see the seals." With that he smiled and ran into
1e trees.
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As he did that, a militai·y truck came ai·ound the corner. Tl
driver saw me and stopped the truck. He looked at me in disbelief. "Lie1
tenant Lyubov, is that truly you? We thought that you were drowned."
"Yes, it is me," I replied, glancing back into the forest.
"Is there something back there, Lieutenant?" The driver aske<
"No ... no, nothing really."
"I can't believe you're alive? We had all but given up on you
he continued as he helped me into the truck. "Your wife and Misha will l
so relieved to see you ... though you seem to be limping pretty badly."
The men were all ove1joyed to see me and heai· my tale, yet I tol
no one, except Natasha, about the old man and his kindness to me. Yet 1
was never fai· from my thoughts-his waim smile and heait had touche

me deeply. I sensed a subtle change in me,
and I began to view the island in a different
light. I started to notice a beauty and
waimth in the island that I had not seen in
the five yeai·s it had been my home.
I also began to spend more time
with Misha. Misha loved the ocean, just
like his father, and repeatedly begged me to
take him on a boat. One Sunday some of
the men from the base were going to take a
small boat ai·ound the island. I decided to
go with them, and Misha pleaded with me
to take him along. To his delight I agreed
to take him with us.
As we left the dock I thought back
to the day when The Revolutsiya sank. Almost a year had passed since that day. I
stared out at the ocean, and watched the
waves lap against the boat. I wondered if
the old man was watching for the seals today, and if I would ever see him again. It
was misty out, but here and there the mist
cleared so that we could get some glimpses
of the island. During one of these breaks in
the mist, I looked at the coast, and saw
some movement on the rocks. "Look
Misha," I pointed with excitement, "do you
see the seals on those rocks?"
Misha shouted in wonder and excitement, and some of the other men
looked on in interest, too. One man, a
strong young captain, said, "Hey, let's go in
closer to get a better look." I did not like
the young captain; he was cocky, aiTogant
and impatient. He was an expert marksman and never ceased to look for opportunities to show his expertise. We headed towai·d the rocks until we could clearly see
the shapes of the seals on the rocks. The
list was closing thicker around us, and the young captain said with exitement in his voice, "Look at how many there ai·e! Do you know how
mch money we could get for their sldns on the mainland? Let's shoot a
~w, and sell them ... here, let me take the first shot."
Misha, who realized before I did what was happening, had
ushed over toward the captain. "Sir, don't shoot," he pleaded, "Please
lon't hurt the seals." He grabbed onto the captain's arm just as the first
hot rang through the air. Annoyed, the captain brushed Misha away and
.imed to take another shot. By this time Misha was screaming, and tryng everything he could to stop the man. Angrily, the captain pushed
v1isha hai·d against the side of the boat. Misha hipped on something on

the deck, lost his balance, and
fell over the side of the boat into
the water.
"Misha!" I cried and
stood there frozen for a moment,
stunned by the reality of what
had just happened. Then I saw
Misha's head in the waves behind us, and I dove in the water
to save him. I swam toward
Misha as fast as I could, but he
was out of my reach. The waves
pushed us toward the rocks
where we had seen the seals.
Suddenly, I became aware of
other movements in the water.
The seals, scared off by the gunshot, had fled the gunshot, had
fled the rock and were swimming all ai·ound us. I screamed
for Misha and realized that I had
to reach him soon, for a strong
current swept between the rocks
a few meters away from him.
Misha would be swept by that
current and would head straight
into the dangerous rocks. Desperately, I fought to reach him,
but he was just beyond my grasp.
Abruptly, Misha's body stopped
moving, and I saw a brown aim
wrap around his shoulders.
Someone was rescuing Misha,
and swimming toward me. As
we swam toward each other, I
noticed a familiai· smiling faceit was the face of the old man. I
saw the kind look in his eyes as I
took Misha from his aims.
Then we both heard the
sound of the boat drawing closer,
and the shouts of the men on the
boat. "We're here," I yelled
back. They threw a ring towai·d
me, and it splashed at my side. I
swam to the ring, and glanced
back to see the old man swimming away. Moments later we
were being dragged onto the
deck of the boat. The young captain, seeing that we were all

light, said, "I knew we shouldn't have
let your kid come .... Oh no, those
seals ai·e getting away. I bet I could
still get a few .... Hey, look there's one
trying to get away."
I heai·d the shot, and then I
heard a piercing cry. The cry I heard
was not the cry of a seal, but the cry of
a man-the old man. "No!" I
screamed, "No ... that was a man ... that
was .... " I tried to dive back in the
water, but the men resu·ained me. Exhausted and unable to suppress my
anger and glief, I collapsed onto the
deck. I reached for Misha, took him
in my aims, and held him close to me.
I don't remember how long I remained in that position; I was not
conscious of anyone or anything else.
All I can recall is feeling Misha's
heait beating softly against me, and
swallowing the tears which streamed
uncontrollably down my face.
A few years have passed
since that day the old man died, and
now I must leave Kunashir to be
transferred to another post. Maybe
someday the Russians will have tc
leave Kunashir, and the Japanese
government will again own this island. Perhaps it is time for us to go
yet my heart is heavy when I think oJ
leaving. To this day the seals stil
gather at the rocks where the old mar
died. In memory of the old man, :
built a monument that would last-,
seal made of stone-and set it or
those rocks. Under the seal the in
scliption reads:
Governments may come and go
For their power is fleeting ;
This island does not belong
To Russia or Japan.
But it always will belong
To the seals and to their young,
And also to the old man
Whose name I never knew.
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I saw a child yesterday catching fireflies
in his driveway
and smearing them across the concrete
with his shoes.
The glow of the phosphorescent bug chemicals
shone for a few moments
and disaJ)peared.
The chi~d ca~ght Iour ~ore in a jar
m qmck success10n.
Scrunching his brow, he pinched their abdomens
and used the tips as drawing nubs,
sketching four letters on the pavement.

M.A.T.T.

The name faded.

I have seen the acid freaks in tie-dyes
and painted faces
swirling through night darkness
like ghostly butterflies.
They clutched glo-sticks and gawked
at the half-imagined after-images
of names written on air.

I looked at the night sky
and saw not the stars
but the darkness between them,
the biggest piece of black construction paper.
Tlonged to carve my name there
witli vast tracts of blazing light
in block capitols,
opening my overcoat to the world's cheers,
but my box had no white crayon.

I played hopscotch with a dung beetle,
withiri which was the word,
but he cheated and we were both stuck
on Sky Blue,
laughing.
He opened his thorax and
showed me where my name was written
across his heart,
in blazing block capitals.
"I am " I said
' concurred,
'
and the word
and all was silent and dark
but for the fireflies winking
in the distance.
Matt DeGroot

Basic Instinct has something for everyone. Though failing to garner a single Academy
Award
nomination,
Paul
Verhoeven's over-the-top mystery received more column
inches from critics and larger audiences than any combination of
Best Film nominees.
This
should come as no surprise, considering that scriptwriter Joe
Eszterhas provided for enough
breasts and narrative non-sequiturs to stagger the most disinterested viewer. In "unedited"
form, Basic Instinct became the
highest-grossing film in the entire European continent last year;
and even with half a minute of
blush-inducing athletics shaved
off, the American version constituted enough of a scandal to ensure its box-office success. The
film's primary draw is, of course,
sex. The films implied contract
with the audience is, "you give
me six bucks, and I'll make you
start smoking again." But sex
alone does not a legitimate feature film make. Its payola is disguised under a crazy-quilt of social criticisms, all of them enormously suggestive, but none of
them complete. You may think
you' re just getting an eyeful of
flesh and an earful off-words,
but you're also leaving with
plenty of cultural baggage that
demands unpacking.

Critics have yet to agree on the messages, overt and implicit, of Basic Instinct. Some say Verhoeven promotes misogyny
by infusing every female character with homicidal impulses. Others praise him for posing Catherine Tramell as the new
liberated women who plays the games of man's world better than men themselves. Queer Nation and other gay-rights
organizations castigate the film for a negative portrayal of homosexuals as murderous psychotics. Meanwhile, lesbian
writers in the Village Voice herald Catherine, Roxy, and Lisa/Elizabeth as exciting and empowering characters.
Plenty of outraged viewers decry the film's sexual intensity and inventiveness, whereas my French grammar professor in Paris last semester applauded it for being an "excellent mirror to the collective unconscious." The fact
that opinion is so divided attests to the film's ambiguity of thematic intent, but the critics are all wrong in one
aspect they all think they know "who did it." A closer look at the narrative mal<:es for a flow-chart nightmare, such that we can never know the agent behind the misandrist murders. Eszterhas has obviously
forgotten that narrative ambiguity has no place in a murder mystery, for another promise of the
geme is that we will ultimately be rewarded with answers. Such irresponsible filmmal<:ing allows
us to interpret the film's comments on the relationship between gender and power any way we
see fit. And therein lies the film's moral danger.

A simple plot summary poses the tales as a triangle of lust, in which San Francisco detective Nick Curran (Michael Douglas) vacillates between the wiles of
his police department's psychiatrist, Dr. Elizabeth Garner (Jeanne
Tripplehom), and those of his current case's prime suspect, the popular
novelist Catherine Tramell (Sharon Stone). Curran's hormonal dilemmas are framed by the murder of a retired rock singer, Johnny Boz,
who was stabbed during sex thirty-one times with an ice-pick.
Tramell is suspicious on two grounds: she was Boz's last companion, and the murder echoes the plot of her last book,
Love Hutts, about "a retired rock-and-roll star who gets
murdered by his girlfriend" with the selfsame chilly
instrument. The premise mal<:es for an excellent
good-guy versus bad-girl tale, but Eszterhas
complicates things by shading Curran's own
character. Curran is a recovering cocainebuff and alcoholic who is required to
meet regularly with Dr. Garner after
"accidently" shooting several
tourists while drugged-up on
duty. His dark past mal<:es
him attractive fodder for
Tramell's next project,
entitled Shooter,
about a detective
who "falls for
the wrong
women."
Such

an omen fails to convince Cmran to keep his loins away from her, unf01tunately, so we wait for him to be perforated.
Basic Instinct leaps from man's world into, so to speak, the lap of women. The film's male perspective is undeniably asserted
by the continual presence of the phallic Prudential building outside of Cmran's apartment window. Verhoeven launches the plot
from Cmran' s point of view, then spends the rest of the film subverting it. For this is not a story about Cmran; though he may
be the protagonist, he is not the hero. This film is about women, and specifically a new breed of women epitomized by
Catherine Tramell, who is the film's true hero. Curran is not even remotely likeable; like Tramell, he used drugs,
cheated on lie detectors, and killed people. Verhoeven intends for Cunan to represent the worst element of male
heterosexuality: complacency. Cmran rests blindly secure in his belief in male dominance, unwilling to be
threatened by a "mere woman," whose importance fluctuates according to his need. It is not a sense of justice
that gravitates Cunan to Tramell-it is egotistical lust, the heedless physical need that so characterizes the
male population. Tramell is fully aware of a man's primum mobile, and this knowledge becomes her
tlump card over her male victims.
Tramell is basically a female version of Cunan, their unusual similarity hinted at repeatedly in the film ("Then she's as crazy as you are, Cunan." "You see? We're both innocent,
Nick"); she essentially takes the baton where Linda Hamilton in Tenninator II and Thelma
and Louise and Madonna left off, masculinizing herself to the nth degree. She is richer
than men (total assets of $100 million), smarter than men (magna cum laude doublemajor graduate of UC-Berkley), stronger than men, more independent than men,
less principled than men, drives better than men, and snags more beautiful
women than men could hope to. But instead of using her power to rewrite the
patriarchal rulebook that governs society, she plays by the book; instead
of resisting exploitation, she beckons you to exploit her-then pay for
it. Indeed, Basic Instinct may deliver the most positive filmic message to women in years; whereas Thelma and Louise argues that
those who resist men's rules fmfeit their lives, Verhoeven offers a more empowe1ing (though morally questionable) alternative. Tramell's secret, and advice to her sisters, is
to use the "male gaze" to her own advantage.
Man's relish for aesthetic visual nourishment
has become a indisputable tenet of social psychology, and the cinema's own voyeuristic
nature has betrayed its inherently male
foundations. Hitchcock's Rear Window is a feature-film-length comment on man's belief that to
capture someone with the
eye is to establish power
over them.

This is

also the governing
impulse behind
pornography,
an activity
which
also
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dehumanizes its object. Under this principle, all film is, to

ter fountain. And when Trammel fi-

varying degrees, pornographic. Verhoeven is fully aware of

nally delivers the coup-de-grace by

the film's exploitative nature and its male foundations; his

uncrossing and re-crossing her legs

film is thus an affront both to men and the film complex.

sans undergarments, her pornographic

Tramell's manipulation of the "male gaze" sub-

role-reversal is complete: she passes

verts one of the most basic societal power structures, the

through her accusers' fingers, by play-

idea that it is men who do the watching, and women who are

ing to their basic instincts.

reduced simply to two-dimensional images. Elizabeth

Thus Tramell figuratively in-

Garner's apartment overlooks a ladies' dance class, and

vades the fraternity of police and takes

Roxy's taste for watching Catherine make love to other men

up shop in the men's room. Verhoeven

completely flips our visual conventions: "She [Catherine]

repeatedly illustrates Tramell's

likes me to watch," Roxy argues, and as Catherine dices ice

chewal of conventional female behav-

es-

with a K-mart icepick, she exposes Nick's tragic flaw with a

ior, such as when she tosses her ciga-

question: "You like watching me, don't you?" It is now

rette into the ocean, deliberately conu·a-

women who run the show. When Nick secretly watches

dicting woman's longtime association

Catherine snip through her living room window (a' la Body

with Mother Earth. One is unlikely to

Double), she turns the light off. Finally, Verhoeven's most

find her in search of an "MRS." degree,

b1illiant comment on man's visual downfall takes place in

for her lesbian liaison with Roxy marks

the film's very first shot: Johnny Boz and his killer make

her sexual liberation and independence

love underneath his ceiling mirror, from which he undoubt-

from men. She is unrelenting in her ag-

edly enjoyed watching his own amorous adventures, and

gressive independence. Tramell denies

from which he regards his own murder. (In the unedited ver-

anyone the advantage even in conversa-

sion, Boz receives an icepick in the eye, punctuating

tion, for in every scene where Cmran

Verhoeven's statement.)

questions Tramell, she fires back with

I would be a fool to ignore Basic Instinct's classic

her own barrage of inquiries into his

conuibution to film history, however: the notorious inte1rn-

personal life, always maintaining a bal-

gation scene between Trammel and several detectives re-

ance of information. Curran becomes

mains the most gripping and scandalous moment of

defensive: "You seem to know a lot

Hollywood's past decade-known as the "gratuitous beaver

about me ... " "You know an awful lot

shot" that launched a thousand ships, as well as Sharon

about me." "I don't know anything

Stone's career. The scene becomes a metaphor for woman's

that's not police business." "You know

place in the world, as she single-handedly matches wit with

I don't wear any underwear, don't you

five men-and reduces them to jello. The event is essen-

Nick?" And she exposes along the way

tially pornographic, with five men throwing their gaze on a

man's eternal double standard that

beautiful woman and u·ying to dominate her. And Trammel

sexually active men are "studs"

knows it. As she unnecessarily elaborates on her sexual

whereas

practices, her inquisitors begin to sweat and lick their lips.

"whores":

unvirginal

women

are

"He [Johnny Boz] gave me a lot of pleasure," Trammel
notes, taking man's place as the one who should receive the
pleasure. When Assistant District Attorney John Con-elli
asks if she ever engaged in sadomasochistic activities,
Trammel refires, "Exactly what did you have in mind, Mr.

-"How did you feel when
Johnny Boz had died?"
-"I felt like someone had read
my book and was playing a game."

Con-elli ?''--insinuating that he is projecting his desires onto

-"But it didn't hmt."

her. The room gets hotter, and the detectives run for the wa-

-"No."
may
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-"Because you didn't love
him."

never appear together in a scene also suggests this dualistic
naiTative intent. To choose one or the other is to infuse the

-"That's right."

film with an entirely different set of messages, for the blonde

-"Even though you

were

fucking him."

Tramell and the brunette Gai·ner generate a polarity between
themselves in more than just their hair color. In essence, the

-"You still get pleasure. Didn't
you ever fuck anybody else when you

two are textual as well as literal enemies, robbing narrative
significance from each other. The film's inconsistencies al-

were manied, Nick?"

low for a myriad of interpretations, however, and danger-

-"You didn't feel anything for

ously u·ansmits conu·adictory messages about female repre-

him, you just had sex with him for
your book?"

sentation. Explodng both camps' positions better illustrates
Basic Instinct's pai·adoxical stance towards women.

"I'm a writer. I use people for
what I w1ite. Let the world beware."
-"That's pretty cold there,
lady."

IF ELIZABETH GARNER DID IT: Ezterhas
himself offers us what he considers the only two options for
the killer's identity, through the mouth of Dr. Lamont, professor of the "pathology of psychotic behavior" at Stanford.
Either the writer of Love Hurts was the killer, or someone

Hollywood's

own

sexual

who read the book hopes to incdminate the writer, Lamont

double standards surface as well when,

conjectures. If the latter is indeed the case, then, he says,

in a recent interview, Douglas revealed

"you're dealing with someone very dangerous ... and ve1y

that he refused to let his penis be filmed,

ill." Such an individual would be acting on a "deep-seeded

while Stone's part required complete nu-

obsessional hau·ed" coupled with "an utter lack of respect

dity.

for human life." The killer is essentially a "once-in-a-lifeWhat Basic Instinct lacks in
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time, top-of-the-line looney-tune." Ezterhas is describing

coherency it makes up for in intensity,

the inner workings of Dr. Garner, made obvious by the

and this energy manifests itself by elicit-

camera's lingering pause on her face after Curran asks,

ing reactions from the audience. In par-

"What if it's someone who read the book?" Garner's "psy-

ticular, there is a great amount of "who-

chopathic obsessive behavior," manifests itself throughout

dunit?" side-taking amongst fans of the

her interaction with Cmrnn: "When that girl mates, it's for

movie. Those who believed Tramell

life." Garner's strange attachment is clear when she physi-

was culpable for the deaths of Dr.

cally attacks Curran in his apartment when he hies to end

Goldstein, Dr. Robert Garner, Johnny

their relationship, and Curran counters her charge of

Boz, Nilso, and Curran's partner Gus,

Tramell's manipulation with, "You're better at it than she

have of late fmmed a "Catherine Did It"

is!" With Garner as the culprit, she becomes an effective

club on the West Coast. In New York

association of lesbianism with homicidal psychosis. Queer

City last spring, a gay disc jockey hied

Nation's charges of a homophobic script are vindicated

to hamper the film's success by declar-

through this reading. Eszterhas repeatedly hurls at us evi-

ing repeatedly that "The shdnk did it,"

dence that Garner was a sick c1ypto-lesbian cookie, with an

instead. A poll of those with whom I

apartment overlooking a view into a ladies' dance class to

have discussed the film ended up

boot. Tramell, conversely, would be nothing more than a

equally divided. Though the nairntive's

sexually liberated and overly-aggressive writer who is sim-

pot-holes effectively discombobulate

ply framed.

both sides' ai·guments, Eszterhas clearly

IF CATHERINE TRAMELL DID IT: Dr. Lamont

intends for either Tramell or Gai·ner to

would clinically explain Tramell's state as an obsession to

be pegged the killer; the fact that they

act out her books "in ritualistic detail." Both Verhoeven and

Stone say Tramell did it, whether or not the sclipt supports such an interpretation. To leave it in Tramell's hands is certainly an attractive
simplification. Here smfaces a central issue of the film: is she, though guilty, a model femme fatale or a misogynist and homophobic
example of lethal and lunatic lesbianism? This question is answered by one's interpretation of the final scene: does Tramell, out of
love, renounce her selial killing, or merely decide to kill Cun-an later? Nothing in the filmic text itself is of much use here. But in
a recent interview, Stone states that she interpreted Tramell's character as if her final soliloquy were sincere: "I can't allow
myself to care ... everyone that I care about dies ... I lose everybody." Ever since the deaths of her parents, then of Vasquez,
Tramell has felt unable to love for fear of being hurt again, and thus she prematurely ends her relationships by murder,
before fate gets to them first. Tramell illustrates her emotional protectiveness in her literary plinciples: "Somebody has
to die ... somebody always does." Stone's Tramell is thus an essentially broken character, hiding her weakness
through murder. Her pen name of Catheline Woolf also alludes to that great but emotionally troubled wliter of
the modem age, Virginia Woolf. Such an interpretation does not necessaruy cast Tramell in a homophobic
light, but it certainly robs her of the strength of emotional independence. Stone is thus not projecting
Tramell as an admirable female ideal, though many viewers would rather tal<:e her as such. But if
Tramell were indeed lying at the end of the film, her autonomy is reaffirmed. The woman wins in
the end, and Cmrnn is dead meat.
The issues of homosexual representation, misogyny, and graphic sexual depiction are
subordinate to the film's greater implications. This is a film about a new wave of women,
who know what men want, and who intend to fulfill their own desires by way of this
knowledge. Cmran's anxiety and paranoia thus speal<: for all men who are growing
progressively aware that they should fear an ice pick from their girlfriends as
much as women fear being raped by their boyfriends. Tramell's aggressive
sexuality parallels that of Madonna who, in her photographic essay Sex,
tiies to erase female sexuality's long-standing shameful associations.
Despite Basic Instinct's empoweling elements, however, Verhoeven
allows for several sensationalistic excesses which are far from
complimentary toward women. Careless imagery constantly
threatens to muddle his messages, such as "dyke" images
and notorious instances of date-rape. Such moments
can only remind us of Hollywood's own basic instinct, that of testing our shock thresholds in order
to draw in revenue. Unfortunately, a film that
sloppily dares to address the sensitive issues of gender and power, while aspiring to become a soft-porn classic,
may do more harm than good.
For, as Tramell herself comments, our own malleable
souls can work in mysterious

ways:

"Funny how the
subconscious
works."

+
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After the skin is pressed
there is a faint echo
not a sound
or feeling
but a slight pressure of the blood
rushing back into place
without sound
to fill the space
where fingers rested

Lynelle Regnerus
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alone

No
one smiles
in the face
of losing life
to memory
alone.
Death,
that bastard,
does not smile
only leaves living
alone.

Death alone
I do not
fear my own
time will come
to be
Alive.

No,
I fear
my own living
with only memories
alone.

Dan Emshoff
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In the summer when we drove to the old gravel pits outside of town to go swimming we always
saw, far off to the right, on a hill in the corn fields, alone, a tree. We thought we should go to it
sometime. One night we did. While cruising through town in David's Caprice, we decided
that it would be a good time for the mission-The Lone Tree Mission. I don't know why.
I don't know why we called some things we did ''mission" or why this became one of them.
But this was a mission, and we headed out of town.
We knew if we got off the highway we could get a mile closer on a parallel gravel road. But
one road closer it was still a long way off: a dark silhouette, out of a rolling sea of corn, into the
midnight sky.

The long way around is the shortest way home.
Sometimes you've got to go a long way out of the way to approach from the right direc
ion.
Had we gone to the second gravel road off the highway our walk would have been so much
shorter, but we would have come at the tree from the opposite side. We went the more direct
way. It was slower, but we were heading toward the side we had always seen.
It was a cool, late summer night, the air thick with dew and the smell of vegetation. One by
one, clinging to a rough once-sturdy post, we climbed over a quivering barbed wire fence, hoping we wouldn't catch our shaking legs. We crept past a big dimly glowing aluminum grain
bin, through an old tool yard eerily lit by a distant farm light.
Another barbed wire fence: I might not have seen it in the dark, but David goes first. We
know our places well; sometimes I even wonder if we're close friends now, or just secure.
We've each got our spot. If no one clamors for more, no one gets hurt. So we try not to
clamor. We pass the flashlight around; everyone gets his share of the light.

You can always see more clearly from afar.
From a distance, too many things can come between; you must get close to something to
see it well.
When we set out we knew our tree and saw clearly where it was. But on the way we lost sight
ofit. As we drew near we'd lose it whenever we were in a low spot, then as we climbed again it
would rise. It was only when we were so close that we nearly lost it for good.
We knew we were close. I was singing an old Bob Dylan tune that had been floating through
my head, "Sitting on a Barbed Wire Fence," someone was cursing and grumbling about what
he'd have to do at work in the morning, and David was waving the flashlight around, making
designs in the air with the beam. Then we noticed that though we were nearly to the top of another rise, our tree hadn't appeared. We looked back. Across the small hollow we had just
crossed there was a tree, but it looked too small.

That can't be our tree. Where's our tree?

I know your deeds, that you are neither cold nor hot. I wish you were either one or the
other. So, because you are lukewarm-neither hot nor cold-I am about to spit you out of
my mouth.
Our muddy shoes squished up to another fence, this one even shakier. Strong new fences are
easy to climb, and other fences are so old they can be stepped over easily. This one was still
standing, but not strong. Slowly, delicately we climbed over and tramped on the wet wet
weeds. We tried to walk in a wheel path, but the farmer hadn't driven along this field often,
and so the trail was slight. Dew lay heavy on the corn all around us, and on our path between
fields. It was a cool, late summer night; our wet feet made it feel even cooler.
Again we looked back. Behind us along our trail were only large shrubs, and small trees.
None of them could be our tree, so we went on.
Of course our tree was just ahead, over one last hill.
So there we were, out on a dewy island in a rolling ocean of corn. I don't think we were let
down. Of course it was just a tree; but we knew what it was we had come to see. It was just a
nice big tree on one of the slightly higher of the rolling waves of corn. It was satisfactory.

Our feet were wet. We were cold and didn't stay long, but we'd been there. That was our
mission.
Back. It all seemed strangely the same: over the rolling hills, trying to stay in the faint wheel
tracks, over the shaky fence, the quiet light in the farm yard still giving the grain bin an eerie
glow, through the tool yard, over another fence. We were all tired, I guess. Nobody said
much.
We returned through the sea of corn back to the Caprice. That night's mission was complete,
but still I wonder why. There were other things we could have done. Why traipse through a
wet corn field in the damp dark hours of the night, to a tree and back?
We are, of course, incurably religious. We were drawn; it is difficult to say just why or how. I
do not know why we were led all that way, or what we expected to find.

The bravest man in the world is the one who stands most alone.
That tree is never hurt by any other trees. None try to keep it from growing, or take its share
of the light. It has no fight for sunshine; it spreads its branches out into a broad beautiful
crown, never clamoring, climbing only upwards.
But none stand with it against the wind. The lone tree is stronger than we could ever be, and
braver. Maybe this drew us to that tree.
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:ontributors
. Alan Speer wants to marry someone with the looks of
aye Davidson and the balls of Sharon Stone - or vice-versa.
/latthew DeGroot is an actor. Assuredly, he maintains abolute power.
)aniel Mudde has brown eyes and thin hair; he is 6 foot 2
nches, 178 lbs, and has throbbing calves.
Lim Keller is a sixth year senior, and is convinced that in a
·o rmer life he was the ruling monarch of a kingdom of giant
quirrels that once dominated the Earth.
:."lowers, flies and skinny people. Roland Huitink thinks it
:ould happen.

fim Hommes is a senior with a history major and English
md Russian minors. Born and raised as an MK, he came to
he U.S. and found out he was a T.C.K. Then he got married
md his wife ways he's O.K. Sometimes we are stronger than
Ne are .
\tlarilyn Lo challenges you to an arm wrestle. (you don't
1ave to get it)
~athan Bruinooge has seen things you will never see.
Steve Luimes - I am who I am! Give me a call. We'll go out
for coffee or something .
rim Carlson prefers Contra over Super Mario Brothers.
Jon Reus will try anything once.
Black is White. Roses are hyacynths. Dan Emshoff is getting married this summer.
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